
17 April 2010 
CHOIR SNOOKER – Lesmahagow Male Voice Choir’s Annual Snooker competition 
on Saturday in the Black Bull was once more a huge success with twenty eager 
members and friends’ names going into the hat to draw for partners.  In the 

opening group Ian Cuthbert/Jim Fordyce ‘saw off’ Jim Hope/Jim Hall and Ian 
Affleck/Stan Baxter.  In the next mini-group Matt Sneddon Jnr and Del 
Farquharson triumphed over Archie Lang/Jim Macintyre and Scott Affleck/Stuart 
Brownlie.  In the final group of four teams Davy Affleck and Kenny Graham 
squeezed through ahead of Matt Sneddon Snr/Kenny Baxter, Walter 
Paterson/Alan Cowan, and Davy Watson/Jack Aitken.  In the semis Davy 
Affleck/Kenny Graham narrowly beat Matt Sneddon Jnr/Del Farquharson by one 

point and in the other Walter Paterson/Alan Cowan succumbed to Jim Fordyce/Ian 
Cuthbert.  In a very tense and cagey final Affleck/Graham struggled to get off the 
mark allowing Fordyce/Cuthbert to surge ahead, but eventually after some steady 
scoring Affleck/Graham won through. The highest break award went to Kenny 
Graham.  All agreed it had been an excellent night with much good snooker, 
friendly rivalry, and of course great ‘craic’.  Once again many thanks to Davy for 
organisation, and Laura for sustenance.  Why not join LMVC and participate in the 
social side as well as the singing. Check out www.lesmahagow-mvc.org or call 
01555 892664 or 894747. 
 
 
20 April 2008 
CHOIR SNOOKER – Lesmahagow Male Voice Choir’s Annual Snooker competition 
on Saturday in the Black Bull was once more a huge success with twenty eager 

members and friends’ names going into the hat to draw for partners.  In the 
opening group Matt Sneddon, Jnr./Jim Macintyre ‘saw off’ Scott Affleck/Alan 
Cowan and last year’s winners Eric Watson/Gordon Brown.  In the next mini-
group Stan Baxter and Fraser Brown triumphed over Archie Lang/Kevin Cairns 
and George/Ian Cuthbert.  In the final group of four teams it was a very tight 
finish with Ian Affleck/Stuart Brownlee and Jim Hope/Stuart Elliott squeezing 
through ahead of Davy Affleck/Ian Roberts and Davy Watson/Jim Fordyce, this 
decision was hotly contested by the latter bass team.  In the semis Ian 
Affleck/Stuart Brownlee moved through comfortable against Stan Baxter/Alan 
Cowan, standing in for Fraser Brown, and Matt Sneddon/Jim Macintyre just made 
it against the baritone duo of Jim Hope/Stuart Elliott.  In a very tense and cagey 
final the Sneddon/Macintyre team beat Affleck/Brownlee by the narrowest of 
margins.  The highest break award went to Archie Lang.  All agreed it had been 
an excellent night with much good snooker, friendly rivalry, and of course great 

‘craic’.  Once again thanks to Davy for organisation, and Laura for sustenance, 
and in token of her support the Choir presented Laura with a framed picture of 
Birkwood Castle. 
 
24 March 2007 
SNOOKER NIGHT – Lesmahagow Male Voice Choir’s Annual Snooker competition 
on Saturday in the Black Bull was once more a huge success with twenty eager 
members and friends’ names going into the hat to draw for partners.  In section A 
of the mini-leagues Matt Sneddon [snr.] and new member Stuart Elliott saw off 
Jim Macintyre/Kevin Cairns and Matt Sneddon [jun.]/Kenneth Baxter.  Section B 
saw ‘old hands’ Davy Affleck/Walter Paterson triumph over Archie Lang/Willie 
Newlands and Scott Affleck/Robert Bryson.  In a very competitive section C 
Gordon Brown/Eric Watson and Jamie Brown/Stan Cuthbert qualified over Ian 
Affleck/Stuart Brownlie, and Fraser Brown/Alan Cowan.  Tense semi-finals saw 

Gordon Brown/Eric Watson eliminate Matt [snr.]/Stuart Elliott, and Davy 
Affleck/Walter Paterson just edge through against Jamie Brown/Stan Cuthbert.  
In the final the ‘youngsters’ Gordon Brown/Eric Watson humbled the more 
experienced team of Davy Affleck/Walter Paterson.  Stuart Elliott took the highest 

http://www.lesmahagow-mvc.org/


break prize.  Once again thanks to Davy for organisation, and Laura and Stan for 
sustenance.  At the end, in recognition of their support, the Choir presented 
Laura and Stan with a framed photograph of Craighead Park. 
 

16 April 2006 
CHOIR SNOOKER NIGHT - Lesmahagow Male Voice Choir’s Annual Snooker 
Competition on Saturday was once again a great success with the ‘craic’ and 
laughter more than compensating for any quality shortcomings on the table.  
Twenty-four hardy souls lined up, partners were drawn out of the ‘hat’ and the 
round robin commenced with four groups of three teams, with each team playing 
the other two to qualify for the semi-finals. After much nervous safety play, 

missed pockets and often caustic and humorous comment from spectators, semi-
final participants emerged.  In the first semi-final Walter Paterson and Ian Steele 
overcame a strong challenge from Matt Sneddon and Davy Young, and in the 
other Willie Newlands and Jim Macintyre just managed to hold off the strong 
challenge from Stan Baxter and Jim Hope.  The final see-sawed one way then the 
other, Newlands/Macintyre took a substantial lead only to have Paterson/Steele 
fight back to a ‘black-ball’ finish, but the Newlands/Macintyre team held on to 
take the title.  Matt Sneddon took the prize for biggest break, making the black 
ball work hard.  Thanks to Davy Affleck for organisation and to Laura and the 
Black Bull staff for food and other sustenance. 
 
6 April 2005 
CHOIR SNOOKER NIGHT – Lesmahagow Male Voice Choir held their usual 
energetic, competitive, and highly enjoyable Snooker Night.  As normal the 

quality of the snooker oscillated between ‘brilliant’ and ‘awful’.  In the first mini-
league the performance of last year’s winner, Jim Macintyre fell into the latter 
category, dragging his poor partner, Ian Affleck, down with him.  Some of the 
comments aimed at this partnership were justified, however the term ‘has-beens’ 
was somewhat hurtful, even if true.  Jack Aitken and Val Orr were the eventual 
winners of this section.  Archie Lang and David Dunn carved up the opposition in 
section two leaving the Davy Affleck/Jim Fordyce and Walter Paterson/Scott 
Affleck combinations floundering.  Section three had a similar story with Stan 
Baxter and Fraser Brown moving serenely into the semi-finals, past the Davy 
Watson/Robert Bryson and Matt Sneddon/Alan Cowan teams.  To the semi-finals 
- Jack and Val trumped Alex Turner and Matt Sneddon’s [junior] best shots, they 
came through as the best runners-up, while Archie Lang and Davy ‘Devastation’ 
Dunn humbled Stan and Fraser.  The final was a case of Domination by 
Devastation Dunn and Archie Lang with Jack and Val going down fighting.  The 

highest break of the evening went to – you’ve guessed it – Devastation Dunn!  
Gird up your loins for Thornnhill on May 7, the Annual Golf Outing. 
 
 
April 2004 
SNOOKER NIGHT – The Male Voice Choir’s Annual Snooker Competition on 
Saturday was once again a great success, with plenty of laughs and tension on 
the green baize.  We expected a lot from the father and son team of Jamie and 
Gordon Brown and the Conductor and Kevin Cairns but in their round robin 
section they had to give way to Arthur ‘Wally’ Weir and Fraser Brown, the latter 
showing no mercy to his father and brother.  In section 2 there were high hopes 
for the youthful team of Jim Fordyce and Scott Affleck but to no avail.  The more 
mature grouping of Campbell Brown and Stan Cuthbert did better but still had to 
bow the knee to the power of Stan ‘Casanova’ Baxter and Walter G’Day Paterson 

Junior.  Section 3 provided some tight matches but the baritone/bass grouping of 
Davie Affleck and Archie Lang proved too strong for the mature/youth 
combinations of Matt Sneddon and Alan Cowan, and Jim Macintyre and Kenneth 
Baxter; although the latter made it through to the semi-finals as the top runners-



up.  In the semi-finals Kenneth Baxter, assisted by Jim Macintyre, showed no pity 
to his father, eliminating him and his partner G’Day Paterson; while in the other 
semi the baritone/bass combination of Affleck/Lang was too strong for ‘Wally’ 
Weir and Fraser Brown.  And so to the final – scores yo-yo’d backwards and 

forwards in a tense and thrilling match but eventually the baritone/bass 
combination of Davie Affleck and Archie Lang succombed to the sweeter tones, 
sorry I meant cueing, from the tenor grouping of Kenneth Baxter and Jim 
Macintyre, bringing another excellent evening to a close.  Archie Lang had the 
consolation of receiving the award for the Highest Break of the evening.  Thanks 
are due to Davie Affleck for another excellently organised occasion, and to Laura 
and the Black Bull staff for facilities and snacks.  Come on guys, see what you’re 

missing by not being in the Choir? 


